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Abstract
This paper examines whether a human is aware of slight
prosodic differences in a computer voice and changes his/her
behaviors accordingly through interaction, when the prosodic
difference carries informational significance. We conduct a
route selection experiment, in which subjects were asked to find
a route in a computer generated 3-D maze. The maze system oc-
casionally provides a confirmation in response to the subject’s
choice of a route. The prosodic characteristics of confirmation
utterances are made to marginally change according to whether
the route selected is the right route for reaching the goal or a
wrong route that ends up in a cul de sac. In this experiment,
subjects are able to pick up the difference and successfully nav-
igate through the maze. This result demonstrates that subjects
are sensitive to even a slight change in the voice’s prosodic char-
acteristics and that computer voice prosody can affect the route
selection behaviors of subjects.

1. Introduction
This paper presents an experimental result on the effects of
prosodic difference in a computer generated voices on human
behaviors in human-computer interaction.

People perceive internal states of conversational partners,
including emotions, intentions and attitudes, not only in the con-
tent of their utterance, but also in the prosody of their voices.
Over the past few years, a considerable number of studies have
been made on the relationship between the internal states of hu-
mans and prosody in voice (e.g., [1, 2]). Therefore, designers
of human-computer interaction focus on prosody as an impor-
tant factor of expressing personality in computers. Some stud-
ies have tried to manifest personalities by controlling acous-
tic characteristics related to prosody in computer voices (e.g.,
[3, 4]). Although some studies have been made on the effects of
prosody itself on human-computer interaction (e.g., [5]), there
has been little focus on the effects of prosodic difference in
computer voices.

This paper has the following two research aims: i) to ex-
amine whether a human can find slight prosodic differences in
computer voices through interaction, and ii) to examine whether
prosodic differences in computer voices affect both human im-
pressions of computer voices and human behaviors. First, we
conducted two experiments to examine sensitivity of a human
to slight prosodic differences in a computer voice under both
non-interactive and interactive environments. Second, we in-
vestigated the behavior change ratio of a human and impres-
sions of computer voices according to prosodic differences in
computer voices.

In this paper, we set up a route selection experiment as an
interactive environment, in which subjects were asked to find a
route in a computer generated 3-D maze. This maze system pro-
vides confirmation or collaborating voices, “ii?” (O.K.?), when
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cts select a route at junctions. We mark the significance
te information, either normal alley or blind alley, by us-

ifferent prosody in confirmation voices. We utilize pitch
as a parameter of prosody, since pitch range is considered
dulate expressions of emotions [1]. We discuss whether
ifference in pitch range in confirmation voices can help
cts navigate successfully through the maze. In addition,
nduct psychological evaluation to investigate the subjects’
ssions of the confirmation voices.

2. Related Works
ost closely related work to our approach is the expressive

h processing project [6]. This project is examining both
s and construction of expressive speech by using a corpus
ural speech. We focus on the effects of expressive speech
computer on human behaviors. A system in the CASA
ct [4, 7] as well as the TVML system [3] try to produce a
l personality by using prosodic differences in a computer
. In contrast to their approach, we examine whether users
ive personality or emotion in prosodic difference through
ction according to the designer’s intention.

3. Perception Experiment
e we examined the effects of pitch range in a computer
on a human-computer interactive session, we conducted a
ption experiment under a non-interactive environment in
to compare how different or more natural subjects felt

ce sounded between the original pitch range and wider
s.

Stimuli

signed five kinds of source utterances by modifying a sin-
terance, “ii?” (O.K.?), with different magnitudes of pitch
: 1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75 and 2.00 (Figure 1). The utterance
sts of a single vowel that forms a single word. The origi-
terance was read by a male Japanese speaker and recorded
soundproof studio of our laboratory. It was digitized at

pling rate of 48 kHz. Pitch range manipulation of the ut-
e was performed by the STRAIGHT technique [8]. We
red nine utterance pairs (1 original pitch range and 5 pitch
s pair x 2 orders - 1) as stimuli for the perception experi-

Method

Japanese native speakers who were undergraduates and
ate school students from 21 to 28 years old took part

experiment. Subjects were instructed to compare im-
ions between first and second utterances in every utter-
pair by using a pair of 7-point scales: one scale measured



SAME/DIFFERENT perceptions and the other scale measured
NATURAL/NOT NATURAL impressions. The more to the
left a slash was marked, the more ’DIFFERENT’ or ’NATU-
RAL’ was the impression, and the more to the right, the more
’SAME’ or ’NOT NATURAL’ the utterance sounded. The ut-
terance pairs output at random order from a speaker.

3.3. Results

Figure 2 shows the average MOS (mean opinion score) value
of the subjects for each evaluation item related to the subjects’
impressions of the nine stimuli utterance pairs: between original
pitch range utterance (Original) and itself as well as between
original pitch range utterance and wider pitch range utterances
(Wide1–Wide4).

There were significant differences among five pairs for dif-
ference (F (4, 40) = 25.15, p < .01) as well as for naturalness
(F (4, 40) = 10.26, p < .01) from the results of full factorial
ANOVAs using within-subject factors.

Both evaluation items show that the total tendencies of the
MOS values were almost completely the same and also that the
subjects felt that the utterances with nearer pitch range to the
original utterance were more natural and closer to the same.
In other words, subjects perceived difference and naturalness
between two utterances according to differences of pitch range
that we designed.
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4. Interactive Experiment
xperiment examines whether subjects are aware of slight

dic differences in a computer voice and change their be-
rs accordingly through interaction sessions, when the dif-
e in pitch range carries informational significance. We

a route selection task, in which subjects were asked to find
e to the exit of a computer generated 3-D maze. ま る い

Method

cts: 43 university students (from 18 to 25 years old).
Subjects were given a route selection task by using a

uter generated 3-D maze on a 50-inch plasma display with
panel sensors. They were instructed to arrive at an exit
500 steps from the entrance of the maze. They were

n how to select a route by touching buttons for four di-
ns on the display. After they selected a route at a cross-
or T junction, the confirmation voice was produced from
en speaker behind the subjects and they have a chance to
ct the route. They were instructed that their partner some-
confirms their route selection via voices. We set up the
system for task that nobody arrived at an exit.
rmation voices: We selected two voices of the same con-
ii?” (O.K.?), with different pitch ranges, Original: x 1.00
ide2: x 1.50, as confirmation voices. In this experiment,

quired that the difference between two confirmation voices
ceived by the subjects and that both voices sound natu-
Original:

original pitch range voice

x 1.00

Wide1:

wider pitch range voice

x 1.25

Wide2:

wider pitch range voice

x 1.50

Wide3:

wider pitch range voice

x 1.75

Wide4:

wider pitch range voice

x 2.00

Figure 1: Perception experiment: stimuli voices “ii?” (O.K.?) at different pitch ranges
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Figure 2: Perception experiment: results (a) Difference and (b) Naturalness



ral. We selected the Wide2 voice, 1.50 times wider pitch range
than Original, as a control confirmation voice relative to Origi-
nal voice, as a result of the previous perception experiment.

4.2. Evaluation items

In this experiment, we used the following two items for evalua-
tion:

I. Analysis of human selection behavior: Selection change
ratio of subjects when their partner confirmed their route
selection via voice.

II. Psychological evaluation: Average MOS values were ob-
tained by giving a post-experimental questionnaire in-
cluding the following items: five items on impressions
of confirmation voices, four items on impressions toward
the difference of the two confirmation voices, three items
on the impressions toward subjects own behaviors, four
items on the impressions of task itself.

4.3. Procedure

We used the following experimental procedure:

1. While receiving the instructions, the subjects played a
short rehearsal session of the route selection task in a
computer generated 3-D maze.

2. After the instructions and the rehearsal, the subjects
started to perform the task:

(a) When the subjects selected ↑ button, they moved
forward. When the subjects selected ←, → or ↓,
they turn left, turn right or go backward.

(b) After they selected a route at a crossroads or T
junction, the confirmation voice was output from
a hidden speaker behind the subjects, and they had
a chance to reselect a route. One trial consisted of
20 passage ways and 10 junctions. We set up the
task so that the subjects always heard confirmation
voices 10 times in every trial.

(c) They repeated (a) and (b) for five trials.

3. After subjects heard confirmation voices 50 times, the 3-
D maze system showed a message of ‘exceeds 500 steps’
on the plasma display and the task was stopped.

4. They answered a post-experimental questionnaire.

4.4. Conditions

Table 1 shows three conditions of pitch range in confirmation
voices and each condition’s informational significance for the
route.

Table 1: Combinations between pitch range in confirmation
voice and route information.

Conditions Confirmation voice: O Confirmation voice: W
Rule1 normal alley blind alley
Rule2 blind alley normal alley

Random both alleys both alleys
O: Confirmation voice with original pitch range
W: Confirmation voice with 1.50 wider pitch range
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e 3: Results of interactive experiment: selection change

Hypothesis

ssumed that the subjects would find that prosodic differ-
n confirmation voices indicates informational significance
route. Furthermore, we have the following predictions:
: The subjects find that a confirmation voice with a wider
pitch range prompts reselection of a route. After they
hear a confirmation voice with a wider pitch range, they
reselect the route at a higher ratio than the case of a con-
firmation voice with original pitch range. They have a
positive impression of a confirmation voice from their
partner.

: The subjects find that a confirmation voice with the
original pitch range prompts reselection of a route. Af-
ter they hear a confirmation voice with the original pitch
range, they reselect the route at a higher ratio than the
case of a confirmation voice with a wider pitch range.
They have a positive impression of a confirmation voice
from their partner.

om: The subjects do not find any rule correspondence be-
tween prosodic difference in confirmation voices and the
route. Even after they hear both types of confirmation
voices, they reselect the route at a lower ratio than that
under other conditions. They do not have a positive im-
pression of a confirmation voice from their partner.

Results and Discussion

man selection behavior: Figure 3 shows selection change
of subjects after they heard a confirmation or collaborat-
ice from their partner under three conditions. There were
cant differences between selection change ratio of a con-

tion voice with a wider pitch range and that of a confir-
n voice with the original pitch range under both Rule1
201.63) and Rule2 (χ2 = 89.69) conditions. However,

were no significant differences between selection change
of a confirmation voice with wider pitch range and that of
firmation voice with original pitch range under Random
tion (χ2 = .08). These results suggest our predictions are
rted.
oreover, the selection change ratio of a confirmation
with a wider pitch range (Rule1) is higher than that
onfirmation voice with the original pitch range (Rule2)
26.98). This result suggests the following points:
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Figure 4: Results of interactive experiment: psychological eval-
uation

• The subjects found stronger prompting of route reselec-
tion from a confirmation voice with a wider pitch range
than that with normal pitch range.

• The subjects perceived confirmation voices as social
messages from their partner rather than as just attention
sounds.

II. Psychological evaluation: Figure 4 shows the average MOS
(mean opinion score) value of the subjects on each evalua-
tion item under three conditions. There were significant dif-
ferences between Rule1 and Random conditions as well as be-
tween Rule2 and Random conditions for all evaluation items
except the impressions of the task itself as results of full fac-
torial ANOVAs using between-subject factors: for the impres-
sions of confirmation voices (F (2, 40) = 9.44, p < .01), for
the impressions toward difference of the two confirmation voices
(F (2, 40) = 6.48, p < .01) and for the impressions toward
subjects own behaviors (F (2, 40) = 15.35, p < .01). This
result supports the following conclusions:

• The subjects found that prosodic difference of confirma-
tion voice indicates a different significance for route in-
formation under Rule1 and Rule2 conditions.

• The subjects felt that these meaningful confirmation
voices were useful for reselecting the right route under
Rule1 and Rule2 conditions.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we focused on the effects of prosodic difference,
i.e., original pitch range or wider pitch range, as a key toward
expressing intentions or emotions by a computer. We indicated
significance in route information by using prosodic difference
in the route selection task. We examined the sensitivity of the
subjects to slight prosodic differences in a computer voice under
both non-interactive and interactive experiments. Moreover, we
investigated the behavior change ratio of a human and impres-
sions of computer voices according to the prosodic difference in
computer voices. From the results, we obtained the following
findings:

• The subjects are sensitive to even a slight difference in
pitch range of confirmation or collaborating voices in
both non-interactive and interactive environments.

•
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[8]
In interactive environment, the subjects find the link
between the difference in pitch range of confirmation
voices and route information.

– They regard the confirmation voice as message
from their partner and they use it to reselect a right
route.

– They also have positive impressions of the confir-
mation voice.

lieve that these findings can be applied to the design of ex-
ive or emotional interactive systems such as voice interface

s, including communication robots and CG characters.
s future work, we will study whether a human perceive
ent intentions or emotions in computer voices with differ-
osody under different status of interaction. We will base
ork on the power of prosody in human-computer interac-
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